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doubt will be entertained during the test.

Q1.

The snapback timing method was used in a direct time study of a task that includes a machine cycle.
Elements a.b.c, and d are performed by the operator, and clement 11/ is a machine semiautomatic
cycle. Element b is an internal element performed simultaneously with element III, and element d is an
irregular element performed once in every 15 cycles. Observed times and performance ratings are
given in the table below. The PFD allowance factor is 15%, and the machine allowance is 20%.
Determine (a) the normal time (b) the standard time for the work cycle.

----
Worker element a b
Observed time, 0.22 min 0.65 rnin
man ua I .-- - .
Performance 100% 80%
rating
Machine element //I

---- -
Observed time, (idle) 1.56 min
machine

.- .-

c d
0.47 min 0.75 min

100% 100%

(idle) (idle)

- - -
[5 marks]

Q2. Suppose you want to design a double-layered virtual keypad far mobiles. Each layer has 26 slots.
Layer-I will have 26 letters and one switch button and Layer-2 will have 26 symbols and one same
switch button. The bigrarn probability of all leller-letler, letter-symbol and symbol-symbol
combinations are known. The distances between the SIOISand the switching time are also known. Use
Neuromotor movement equations to obtain a suitable objective function of the key assignment
problem. Write down the entire formulation. [5 marks]

Q3. Suppose the Head of the Department wants to know if one more course could be assigned to a
faculty in the next semester. He paid visit to the faculty room 185 times during the current semester.
He found the faculty to be busy in 125 cases. Can he decide 'v\ ith 95% confidence that assigning one
more course would not overburden the faculty? [5 marks]

Q4. The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) rakes a stern view on the mobile call drops
for a service operator. The operator claims that their rate 01' call drop is I%. The government body
took 700 observations and permitted a deviation of 0.5% on the company's claim. What would be the
level of confidence of the Government to take legal action 011 the company's false claim? [5 marks]
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Q5. A work element in a worker-machine cycle has been reduced to the following two MOST activity
sequence models:

A3BIOG3A6BIOP3A3
A3 BOG IM IXTIOA3

In the second sequence model, the process time is known to be 9.3 sec. This value must be
converted to the correct index value. symbolized by the subscript T for X parameter in the second
sequence model. (a) What is the correct value of T? (b) Determine the normal time in seconds that
would be allocated for this work element. [5 marks]

Q6. Long queues in front of ticket counters of Rai Iway stations often put pressure on the operator and
complaints are sometimes received that some operators take more time than usual. You decide to
conduct a Direct Time Study (DTS) on the task of printing a ticket by a human operator in the
Railway ticket counter to find the standard time. Write down the work elements (both human and
machine) and give a detailed plan of your experiment including the devices and formulae to be used.

[5 marks]

Q7. Consider the boarding of passengers on a plane in the airport. Congestion in the aisle of the plane
is a common problem. Suppose that on Iy three passengers can use the same portion of the aisle at the
same time. It is assumed that there will be no change in the existing design of the plane interiors. Only
the passenger release method at the boarding gate should reduce the congestion. Write down at least
three methods to study the problem of reducing the congestion in the aisle. [5 Marks)

Q8. A software is used to detect the case of drunk driving. Based on the driver's driving data, a vector
of normal driving is developed: Normal Driving = (speed, frequency of turns, frequency of
accelerations, headlight status, frequency of brakes). The software sends an alert if it estimates the
probability of the driver being in drunken state is greater than 0.8. For a particular drive, 185 discrete
observations are taken. 125 observations are found to deviate from the Normal Driving vector. Will
the software send an alert with 95% confidence? [5 Marks)

Q9. In a high altitude warfare, soldiers need to travel long and steep terrain to reach their destination.
The fatigue caused by this journey can be estimated by the function f(ij,s) = f(w(s), h(i), h(j), d(ij),
e(ij)), where w(s) is the weight on the back on the soldier s, h(i) is the height at point i in the path, h(j)
is the height at point j in the path, d(ij) is the distance between points i and j, and e(ij) is the
environmental factor in the region between i and j. The soldiers move in troops. To ensure the
wellbeing of the soldiers, fatigue level is not allowed to cross F. Write down the model and
formulation to decide the minimum number of rest points along the path between the source and the
destination and their locations. It is assumed that the fatigue level drops to zero at the rest point.

[5 Marks]

QI0. In a war-prone city, Government has designated ten "safe" zones. In the event ofa war breaking
out, the citizens are expected to rush to one of these safe zones. However, there is a possibility that
bombing on the city can destroy connecting roads and render some areas isolated. What model would
you use to study the vulnerability of the city infrastructure in this context? Write down the relevant
mathematical formulation with appropriate notations for parameters and variables.

[5 Marks]


